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Index 211 As you enter the Natural History Museum of Toulouse, one of the first rooms when you start your journey through the Ages of the Earth welcomes you with a dark cave-like atmosphere. The circular room presents minerals that glitter in the dark, some of them illuminating the space with bright and uncanny colours. Along the wall on the right-hand side are cavities protected by glass panels. As you peer into them, all you can see at first is rock. Suddenly, one, then two, then dozens of little creatures hidden in recesses catch your attention. Children are generally the first to notice them, while the attention of their parents is focused on the minerals and gems locked up in the bigger display cases. The children, on the contrary, generally react as if the little people hidden in the geological cases belonged to the place, ready to hold their hands and embark with them upon a fantastic venture into natural history. The association of natural history exhibits and characters coming from the world of folklore or fairy tales (designed here to evoke chthonian divinities) is one of the many intriguing and fascinating details the visit holds in store. My starting with the example of the Toulouse Natural History Museum is not coincidental. In 2008 the Museum welcomed a project -EXPLORA -that aimed to develop interdisciplinary research through a collaboration with the centre for English studies of the University of Toulouse (CAS -EA 801)/UTM). EXPLORA has since organized many events gathering scholars from different disciplines so as to examine the relationships between the sciences and the arts. From study days on the popularization of natural history in nineteenth-century children's literature and colloquia on Darwin and literature to international conferences on entomology ('Insects and Texts: Spinning Webs of Wonder', 4-5 May 2010), palaeontology ('Lost and Found: In Search of Extinct Species', 31 March-2 April 2011) and oceanography ('Into the Deep: Monstrous Creatures, Alien Worlds', 14-15 June 2012), EXPLORA has shown not only how enriching looking at the interactions between science and the arts could be but also how crucial it is to look at objects and themes through multiple lenses. As director of EXPLORA, having seen the project grow to a surprising size and attract more and more scholars from all over the world, and having learned so much from the meeting with other researchers, curators and all the people working behind the scenes, such as taxidermists, I would like to take the opportunity to thank all the people involved in the project, whether directly or peripherally. This book is the result of five years of collaboration with the Natural History Museum of Toulouse, a collaboration which has taught me about natural history, its objects and their display, its popularization and its audiences. Naturally, as a Victorianist, my research was done in libraries on the other side of the Channel. But I owe the place the inspiration for this book, which developed over the years, as I discovered fields and specimens unknown to me and learned to pronounce names that had sounded Greek until then.
Parts of Chapters 1, 2 and 7 started as papers presented at the Toulouse Natural History Museum Because all this work on Victorian natural history, its representations and its popularization would never have come into existence without EXPLORA, my deepest thanks go to the director of the Museum, Francis Duranthon, who believed in the project from the start, actively participated in all the events, and encouraged me to expand the research programme further. Moreover, the discoveries he enabled me to make in storage rooms, such as some lost specimens, in search of a story, spurred my reflections on natural history, literature and culture. I am also grateful to all the participants who contributed many fruitful discussions on science and literature and helped develop reflections on science and culture more generally.
Needless to say, there are many colleagues and friends who provided help, support and guidance as the project was evolving and the idea of this book blossoming. I am particularly indebted to two of them: Jack Zipes and John Pickstone, the former for encouraging me to work on Victorian fairy tales and always providing excellent advice, the latter for his interest in the crossings between science and literature and for making me think about science differently. Both, with their wide knowledge, immense wit and irresistible sense of humour, have been influential in my reflections and choice of material, and this book would have been different had my path never crossed theirs. Above all, both have always managed to galvanize me when I needed it most.
Over the five years of its writing, this book was also shaped by many of the discussions I had with MA students in class, some of them rediscovering fairy tales they had long forgotten, and whose intellectual curiosity informed my own reflections. As ever, I am very happy to thank some of my unflagging readers, Ellen Levy, Meg Ducassé and Carolyn Malden, who regularly and patiently read chapters, always providing very helpful comments and suggestions. It has also been a genuine pleasure to work on this book with the staff at Palgrave Macmillan, and I wish to thank the series editor, Joe Bristow, for his comments on the manuscript. Finally, I am also fortunate to have very dear friends who regularly remind me that there is a life outside academic life, more especially some with whom I share the same office. If I see them all less often than I would like, I would like to thank them sincerely -for the wonderful evenings, meals, books and laughter we share, in addition to the office.
This book is dedicated to my daughter, who has a passion for museums, natural history and fairy tales, and who is the greatest of gifts.
